
Trip 2-2nd & 3rd FAD

Aleipata and Falealili FAD Deployments on 22-24 February 2010

Objectives:
� Early recovery after the tsunami impact 
� Relieve fishing pressure on inshore resources (reef & lagoon);
� Assist subsistence, artisanal and commercial fishermen with 

boats to increase their catch and reduce their operating 
costs;

� Improve safety at sea as fishermen are going to know 
locations to fish and there are likely to be other fishermen in 
the area;

� Increase food security by allowing those with boats to fish 
around the FADs, thus leaving more fish in the lagoon for 
those that do not have boats.

Trip offshore:

FV Ulimasao departed Fishermen’s wharf at 2200hr on Monday 
22nd February to carry out the deployment of Fish Aggregating 
Devices (FADs) for Aleipata and Falealili districts. 
Weather
The weather was fine; Southeast wind of 10-15mph with swells of 2-
3 feet high.  The moon was shinning with light band of clouds but 
heavy on the horizon. 
Communication Problem
There was a problem affecting our communication radio (SSB & 
VMS VHF).  It was cleared only when the radio operator and other 
vessels engaged in a conversation, but when we pressed the 
relaying key, the radio totally went off and came back to normal 
after pressing the relaying key.  As a result, we left aside that and 
used the new technology of cellphones which were very reliable 
as though we provided our own phone cards. 
Vessel Engines



The engines were running well as we were approaching eastward, 
northern coast of Apia, keeping the vessel at 4 nm ranges from 
the coast line.  However, the trip was decided to return when the 
starboard engine’s alarm gave out a warning sound of high water 
temperature.  In that kind of situation, the engine was shut down 
and let the port engine only, drove us back to shore. 
On arrival, the port engine was assessed and fixed after replacing 
the alternator belt by the engineer. 
The deployment trip was resumed at 1100hr, when Peniamina, the 
mechanic had a chance of joining the trip and leaving the other 
crew (Vanu) behind to process his travel documents. 
As we were approaching to the same direction, the same engine 
gave out the overheat alarm signal again.  The engineer tried to 
fix the same engine but could not plus he was very affected of 
sea-sickness.  The second try was carried out by the 
skipper(Toetu), found a wire that detect the engine when 
overheated, came off touching the aluminium hull of the vessel.  
That had cause the heat detector activated the alarm signal.  The 
trip continued after the incident was recovered until we arrived 
safely at the designated spot of Alaeipata. 
When we arrived, the crew prepared every material while the 
vessel carried out a short survey of the allocated area, in order to 
determine the correct spot. 
The deployment commenced at 1950hr by slowly throwing the 
flag with the string of floaters overboard, followed the mooring 
rope and last with the cement anchor when the crew push it 
overboard from the wooden frame.  Aleipata FAD finished 
deployment at 1959hr.  We made some few rounds around the 
FAD in making sure it was firmly seated on the correct spot.  
Photos were taken of the floating FAD. 

Note: Photos taken during the night.  The deployment 
operation of Aleipata and Falealili/Siumu were carried out at night 
time in a clear moonlight. 

Peni, Mike, Mona, & Taf prepared to push the anchor overboard 



1ST flag was down    string of floaters followed 

Lead core with the mooring rope  Cement anchor 
pushing overboard 

Appendages/aggregators at the end of floaters.  Aleipata FAD 
marked by a flagpole. 

The next FAD was Falealili/Siumu.  We arrived at Falealili/Siumu at 
2300hr and carried out a short survey likewise as Aleipata.  When 
the position was confirmed, we followed the same deployment 
procedure and completed at 2327hr. 



Aggregators onboard    Flag marking the FAD’s 
location 

Band o floaters after deployment. 

Brief Summary

Departure time  :   2200hr 
Return trip’s arrival:   0530hr 

People onboard:  First Departure
Toetu Pesaleli  SFO(skipper) 
William Sokimi  SPC Advisor 
Michael Forsyth  FA(crew) 
Ken Koneferenisi  Crew 
Vanu Tuailemafua  Crew 
Solomona Tufuga  Tautai Iapani’s 

skipper 
Tafuna Tafuna  Crew 
Shane Komiti  Crew 



                                                                                                                                                                           
People Onboard:  Second Departure

Toetu Pesaleli  SFO(Skipper) 
William Sokimi  (SPC technical person) 
Michael Forsyth  FA(crew) 
Ken Koneferenisi  crew 
Peni Sua   Engineer 
Tafuna Tafuna  crew 
Shane Komiti  crew 

Taken onboard (others):
� 1 cooler of ice to preserve food 
� $100 of assorted food 
� FAD materials 
� Safety equipments 

Aleipata FAD Deployment
Commenced  1950hr(night) 
Finished:  1959hr 
Position:  14006’.307”S 171023’.528”W 
Distance:  2nm from Nuulua is 
   10nm from Falealili FAD 

Falealili FAD Deployment
Commence:  2316hr 
Finished:  2327hr 
Position:  14004’.082”S 171036’.208”W 
Distance:  1.6nm from Siumu 
Time:   2329hr (night) 

Deployment Methodology
� Night time deployment depending on clear moonlight
� Use strobe lights to mark the floating strings of floaters
� 50% of the rope in the water and slightly u-turn back to the 

mark depth before sliding over board the anchor
� Ensure everyebody is clear from any rope bite and listen 

actively to the vessel operator.
� Ensure everybody’s safety must come first



Fuel Consumption/Reading
Port     Stbd 

 860lts     850ltrs departure 
 740ltrs    740ltrs arrival 
 120ltrs    110ltrs used (230litrs) 

Engine Readigng Hours
Port     Stbd 

 7911.9     8030.5 
 7879.8     8002.6
      32.1          27.9 

Note: The difference in hours and fuel consumption of the 
starboard from the port side was created when the starboard 
engine left un-operated while cruising on the port engine. 

Arrived safely at 1016hr on Wednesday 24 Feb 2010 

prepared by: Toetu Pesaleli 
   Trip skipper (Senior Fisheries Officer) 
   OFFSHORE 


